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Over the last seven to eight years, Iraq 

remained very attractive for international 

investment especially in the oil and gas sector. 

Considering the availability of massive oil and 

gas reserves (ranked fourth in the world with 

144.2 billion barrels and total share of 12%1), 

and socioeconomic conditions of Iraq, 

significant efforts were made by the Iraqi 

Government to attract foreign investment. Four 

rounds of bidding took place for Central Iraq in 

Oil & Gas Sector out of which two were fairly 

successful. Almost all major International Oil 

Companies (IOCs) invested either individually or 

in partnership with others including 25% share 

(which is now reduced to 10% in many cases) of 

the State owned Oil & Gas Companies. By 

contrast, Iraq showed slow progress in setting 

out proper petroleum and tax policy for existing 

as well as future investors. Among various other 

reasons, one of the major impediments is the 

absence of proper tax and petroleum policy to 

win investors’ confidence; arguably the cause 

for failure of third and fourth bidding rounds.  

First draft of Iraq Petroleum Law was ready in 

2008, yet it is not approved by the parliament 

to date.  

 

Apart from the absence of proper tax 

regulations, IOCs are still facing various 

administrative challenges in connection with 

entrusted withholding (vendors and employees) 

obligations. Over time various changes were 

introduced in the banking sector to restrict the 

acceptance of certified cheques only from State 

owned banks i.e. Al-Rasheed and Rafidain 

without considering the fact that their systems 

are still manual and they don’t have capacity to 
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meet the demands of IOCs to arrange required 

numbers of cheques. On the other hand, the 

General Commission for Taxes (GCT) is 

constrained with the number of staff to deal 

with large number of tax demands from IOCs 

and other important sectors of the economy. 

These issues resulted in delay in depositing tax 

to the GCT, issuing tax receipts being evidence 

of tax deposit, completion of audits and 

issuance of tax clearance certificates, etc. In 

addition various exemptions allowed to IOCs 

under their contracts with Ministry of Oil 

(MOO) could not be allowed by Ministry of 

Finance due to the absence of proper 

procedure followed while allowing such 

exemptions. On the contrary all such contracts 

were debated and approved by the sovereign 

parliament of Iraq.  

 

Considering the potential and total foreign 

direct investment in major sectors of economy 

i.e. Oil & Gas, Telecom, Infrastructure / 

Construction, Real Estate, Banking, etc. it can be 

easily inferred that Iraq has a strong case to 

design and develop its proper tax policy to win 

the confidence of investors as well as attract 

further investment to develop the country.   

Contrarily, setting up a proper tax policy 

remained a big challenge for the country. Some 

commendable initiatives were launched by ITIC 

in the form of working group which includes 

representatives from IOCs, their sub-

contractors, cement industry, tax advisors, the 

Petroleum Contracts and Licensing Directorate 

(PCLD) / MOO officials and tax officials 

(including Customs Authorities) to share their 

thoughts in respect of difficulties they are facing 

under current tax rules and experiences to 

develop Iraqi tax regulations. In addition, GCT 



officials were invited to various MENA Tax 

Forums during 2010 to 2014 to see various 

developments made and future prospects to 

improve tax legislation in the region. During 

working group meetings various proposals have 

been put forward for consideration before GCT 

to improve legislative and administrative set up 

to facilitate IOCs in meeting their tax 

obligations.  

 

After various meetings with Iraqi officials 

certain developments were made to introduce 

tax regulations / instructions for IOCs and their 

sub-contractors which include the introduction 

of Law No. 19 of 2010 defining tax rate for IOCs 

and their sub-contractors followed by 

Instruction No. 5 of 2011 (issued in December) 

and Instruction No. 2 of 2013 (issued in 

December) where the issues relating to the 

withholding tax mechanism including different 

withholding tax rates for Oil & Gas and non-oil 

and gas contracts were introduced. Iraqi 

Customs Law of 2010 remained suspended until 

2015 and now being enforced through Federal 

Budget Act No. 2 of 2015, however the 

implementation for the same is still in question. 

On the administrative front, Large Taxpayers 

Unit is set up and being equipped to finalize tax 

audits.  

 

Setting up a proper tax policy is a key for 

development as tax revenue play a key role for 

Governments to carry out their societal 

functions. In addition, effective tax policy would 

help Iraq to reduce its budget deficit which is 25 

billion Iraqi Dinar (IQD) for 2015. Above all, 

there is a need to properly and clearly define 

various laws including Income Tax, Custom 

Duties, VAT, Stamp Duties, etc. and provide 

administrative framework for the investors to 

abide by these regulations. While setting up the 

policy Iraq should consider the important policy 

matters viz.  

 

 It is the economic activity not the 

international pressure responsible to define 

/ setup Tax Policy; and  

 By globalization means that tax regulations 

cannot be designed in isolation rather than 

consultation process must be initiated to 

achieve desired results.  

 

In addition the principles of Ottawa Taxation 

Framework which are widely accepted and 

followed by the Governments in setting up their 

tax policies must be acknowledged and 

implemented.   

 

Neutrality: taxpayers in similar situations 
carrying out similar transactions should be 
subject to similar level of taxes;  
Efficiency: compliance costs for taxpayers and 
administrative costs for tax authorities should 
be minimized;  
Certainty & Simplicity: tax rules should be clear 
and simple to understand enabling taxpayers to 
understand the consequences in advance 
knowing exactly when, where and how the tax is 
to be accounted;  
Effectiveness and Fairness: the potential for tax 
evasion and avoidance should be minimized and 
taxation should produce right amount of tax at 
the right time;  
Flexibility: taxation should keep pace with the 
technological and commercial developments  

 

Iraq officials must analyze potential challenges 

they are currently facing in the areas of taxation 

where policy shall impact on macroeconomic 

performance in terms of GDP, employment, 

fiscal sustainability & stability, foreign debts Vs. 

Budget deficit, attracting foreign investment, 

diversification of their economy, poverty 

alleviation, war against terrorism, etc. In short 

country specific evidence and analysis is key to 



the success coupled with the harmonization 

with internationally accepted principles.  

 

Recommendations:  

 

According to the latest statement made by the 

Iraqi Officials while presenting Federal Budget 

Act of 2015, out of the total expected revenue 

of IQD 94 billion more than 90% of the revenue 

is coming from Oil exports at an estimated rate 

of 3.3m bopd and at an average oil price of US$ 

56 per barrel. There is a strong case to make 

major changes in taxation rules affecting oil and 

gas business and at the same time initiate the 

process to improve rules around other sectors 

of economy i.e. Telecom, Construction and 

Infrastructure, Power Generation and Real 

Estate.  

 

Based on the experience, research studies and 

discussion with various stakeholders in Iraq, 

following could be the most appropriate 

recommendations to start with:  

 

 Drafting detailed tax regulations for IOCs 

and their sub-contractors which include 

guidelines for recognition and/or 

determination of their total income 

(especially considering the cash Vs. accrual 

basis of accounting, admissibility of 

business related expenses which are 

otherwise not recoverable as Petroleum 

Costs, Vendors and personnel withholding 

tax and reporting with GCT, issuance of tax 

clearance certificates and clear instructions 

to refund to IOCs and their sub-contractors.  

 Use of technology / automation of GCT 

including online tax payments / filings, 

availability clear and latest rules & 

regulations on GCT website, online 

verification of sub-contractors information 

(i.e. TIN and other related information), etc.  

 Initiation of work for developing Double Tax 

Treaties Network especially for major 

countries operating oil and gas fields to 

avoid double taxation and/or non-taxation 

of income arising to the companies;  

 Proper definition and clarity of rules for the 

implementation of indirect taxes enforced 

through Federal Budget Act of 2015;  

 Recognize the exemptions provided to IOCs 

and their sub-contractors for various taxes 

including, custom duties / import taxes, 

stamp duties, etc.     

 

Clear timeline should be defined by Iraqi 

Government and mechanism must be 

developed for effective implementation.  

  

CONCLUSION: 

 

The potential Iraq holds is indisputable and the 

opportunity for State to benefit from 

implementing policy measures is crucial. 

Challenge is to recognize the urgent need of 

addressing bureaucratic rigidity in bringing 

about the imperative policy changes; and 

substituting slow moving standard processes 

with automated structures in line with 

International best practices.    

 

 

 

    

 


